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SERIES  2288.1300  EP!C FUNK SILVER – DECORATIVE CO ATING ANTIQUE 
   PATINA EFFECT  

2288.1500 EP!C FUNK GOLD  
 

Use 

For building interior use. Thanks to the pearlescent pigments contained in this product, it is possible to obtain 

surfaces with an antique patina look and metallic reflections. It allows to give value to all the surfaces where It’s 

applied, even when the substrate is not perfectly smooth. The final result is characterized by a light and shade 

effect which can vary depending on the used tools and on the substrate where the product is applied. 

Available in the colours: 

2288.1300 Silver 

2288.1500 Gold, these are bases that can be tinted with our colorimetric systems Colormaker and 

Colormaker Aqua in the colours shown on the Funk colour card. 

 

Main Features: 

Water based paint for interiors with low V.O.C. content,  provided with: 

• Excellent resistance to impacts and chalking; 

• Washability 

• Easy to apply, the application is made with one coat only 

Technical features (data surveyed at 20°C) 

Brookfield viscosity  cps.  
Specific gravity kg/l  
Theoretical spreading rate mq/l  
Film appearance  gloss Matt 

Thinner code Water 
Dry to touch minutes  
Dry in depth hours  
Chalking level (UNI EN ISO 4628:2003  1 (0= no chalking; 5 = high chalking) 
Vapour permeability (UNI EN ISO 
10560:1996) 

 Sd=0.303 m (thickness= 60µm) 
µ= 505 High vapour permeability (Class V 1)  

Resistance to the washing and abrasion cycle  
Dirt pick-up ∆L 3,5 (low) 
Application Modalities 
By brush, and flexible plastic trowel  If necessary dilute with maximum 5% of water 

Apply Funk in one coat using crossed movements and spreading the pearlescent pigments non-uniformly 

on the surface, leaving some smooth and some relief areas. As soon as the film of the paint begins to dry 

up, work softly the surface with a flexible plastic trowel, at an angle of approx. 30° to the surface, until 

obtaining the desired effect. 

With this product it’s possible to obtain many different effects depending on the imagination and 

creativity of the applicator. Do not apply the product with as temperature below 5° C. 

Recommended painting cycles 
NEW WALLS – Before starting make sure that the surface is perfectly smooth, in case it’s necessary to smooth it 
it’s suggested to use EP!C RASANTE PER DECORATIVI code 2310.0100. Insulate with Titancril Code 2340.0003; 
apply one or two coats of universal primer for Decorations series 2286.0150, or a quarts paint like Acrylquarz series 
2270.0000 in the desired shade. 
ALREADY PAINTED WALLS – Make sure that the old  paint is well anchored to the substrate and that it’s a good 
quality paint. If not, remove the non-adherent or the old chalking paint and proceed preparing the surface as per 
the “New walls” section. 
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Notes 
Brushes and tools must be washed immediately after the use. Keep the product away from frost.     
Stability 
The finished product is conserved in a well sealed can, at temperature higher than 5°C and lower than 30°C, does 
not present any stability problem. The maximum storage period suggested is 12 months.  
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